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Today’s Agenda

• Introduction

oKelly Hansen, CLMHD Executive Director 

• What is “a 730” and why should I care?

oJed B. Wolkenbreit, CLMHD Counsel 

• Local solutions 

oSharon MacDougall, DCS Cortland County 
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What is Criminal Procedure Law §730 
and why should you care?

▪ What is CPL §730 and what does it mean for your county?

▪ Are there other statutes like this that are also going to cost 
your county money?

▪ Counties used to pay half- now you are paying the full shot?

▪ Restoration is NOT Treatment!! There are less expensive 
alternatives.

▪ The State will not help us.

▪ What is your DCS seeing on the local level?

▪ Some proposed solutions.
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▪ Criminal Procedure Law §730- sets forth the procedure to 

determine whether a criminal defendant is incapacitated and 

therefore not able to proceed to trial.

▪ Definition of an "Incapacitated person" 

• as a result of mental disease or defect

• lacks capacity to understand the proceedings against him 

• or to assist in his own defense

Incapacity to Stand Trial
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The 730 Procedure in Brief

▪ Request by counsel or observation by court of suspected 

incapacity

▪ Court orders the Director to appoint two psychiatric 

examiners (either psychiatrists or psychologists) to give their 

opinion of capacity

▪ If they disagree, Director must appoint a third examiner.
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Psychiatric Examinations Cost Money

▪ While the Statute says that an examiner is entitled to $50 per 

examination and court appearance unless they are employed by the 

state, it is hard to find examiners in general and it is  obviously 

impossible to find a psychiatrist or psychologist in New York who 

will do an exam for $50, let alone a court appearance.

▪ Other than in NYC where the court system employs mental health 

personnel, and especially in the more rural parts of the state, DCSs 

often have a hard time finding examiners at all.  Charges for these 

examinations are more in the neighborhood or $175-425 per hour, 

paid by the County.
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Why Do Counties Have to Arrange for 
These Exams?

▪ The statute requires the Director to arrange for such exam, and the  

Director is defined as Director of a State Hospital, the Director of a 

Local Hospital (both of whom are likely to have psychiatrists on 

staff) and the Director of Community Services.    The statue then 

goes on to say that the appropriate director to whom the court 

should issue the order of examination shall be determined in 

accordance with rules jointly issued by the judicial conference and 

the commissioner.  

▪ Those rules, not surprisingly, ignore the two directors that have 

psychiatrists on staff and provide that the court will order the DCS 

to arrange for and pay for these examinations at county expense. 
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The 730 Procedure continued

▪ Court reviews reports and in an appropriate case holds a hearing.

▪ Court makes the decision about capacity. 

▪ If the judge finds that the defendant has capacity-the criminal 

process continues.

▪ If the Judge determines that a defendant is incapacitated, then 

the defendant is committed to the custody of the Commissioner 

of OMH or OPWDD as appropriate.
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What Happens Then??

▪ If charge is a misdemeanor then the charge is dismissed, and the 

defendant is then generally treated locally. No charge to County for 

this treatment.

▪ If the charge is a felony, the defendant is sent to an OMH or 

OPWDD forensic facility for restoration treatment. The County in 

which the committing court is located is charged the full cost 

Mental Health restoration treatment and 50% +/- of the cost of 

OPWDD restoration.
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Restoration is NOT Treatment

▪ The stated goal of mental health treatment is to provide 

treatment to help a person reach recovery so they can live and 

enjoy a normal life.

▪ The stated goal of restoration is solely to provide services that will 

increase a defendant’s mental capacity so they can legally stand 

trial.
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Cost of Care for Restoration

▪ Central New York Psychiatric Center, Marcy  (Oneida County)
Cost per day is $1,277.84     6 months $230,011.20

▪ Kirby Forensic Psychiatric Center, Wards Island  (New York County)
Cost per day is $988.57       6 months $177,942.60

▪ Mid-Hudson Forensic Psychiatric Center, New Hampton (Orange 
County)
Cost per day is $988.57      6 months $177,942.60

▪ Rochester Psychiatric Center (Forensic Unit), Rochester (Monroe 
County)
Cost per day is $1,030.85    6 months $185,553.00
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Examples of Cost Effect - 2019 Figures

COUNTY IN 2019 @ 50% @100%

Albany $ 399,247.49 $ 798,494.98

Erie $ 968,141.93 $ 1,936,283.86

Nassau $ 1,052,177.00 $ 2,104,354.00

Greene $ 199,414.00 $ 398,828.00

Oneida $ 1,940,214.00 $ 3,880,428.00

Suffolk $ 1,825,721.00 $ 3,651,442.00

Westchester $ 1,157,057.00 $ 2,314,114.00
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Why Is My County Paying for a State Service?

▪ Mental Hygiene Law §43.03 (c) gives the commissioner the authority 

to charge the county for the full cost of restoration services ordered 

by a criminal court.

▪ Predates the unification of the Court System when Counties ran 

and paid for the criminal court system. Now the state pays for the 

entire unified system.

▪ Prior to April 2020- Both OMH and OPWDD only passed on 50% of 

this charge to the County. Probably a remnant of the old 50-50 state 

county split of all mental hygiene costs which existed under the old 

net deficit financing system. 

▪ The 2020 budget changed this and was passed with the provision 

that counties would now pay the full 100% of the cost of OMH 

restoration. OPWDD restoration is still charged at 50%.
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You Are Not Only Paying for 730 Defendants

▪ Family Court Act §322.2- Potential Juvenile Delinquents suspected 

of lacking capacity.

▪ Correction Law §508- Patients from local correctional facilities who 

need mental health hospitalization.

▪ The State is charging for 508 patients even though they are not 

referred by a criminal court and thus not included in the scope of 

MHL 43.03(c) patients for whom the state is authorized to charge 

counties. 
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Why Can’t the State Change the Law??

▪ A good question.

▪ The Conference has sought legislation over the last 20 years to 

have these charges eliminated, or at least limited to a 30-day stay.

▪ This year our major lobbying effort during budget negotiations was 

to overturn the DOB decision to charge 100% of the cost. 

▪ The State was looking to shift what ever cost it could away from 

state responsibility and this was simply a recognition of existing 

law, not a change in the statute.

▪ In short, looking toward Albany for a solution is not realistic or 

particularly useful.  We have to figure out something we can do on 

the local level.  
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We Need to Address These Concerns

▪ We need to find a way to be more critical concerning how 730 is utilized.

▪ There are cases where defendants have stayed for 5 - or in one case almost 10 - years. 

At current rates it would cost $3,650,000 just to get someone ready to be tried.

▪ Often, cases of restored defendants are then pled down to a misdemeanor. Had the 

original charge been a misdemeanor the treatment would not have been charged to 

the county.

▪ Judges often will sign a 730 order under the assumption that they are sending the 

defendant for needed mental health treatment… This is not correct.  Restoration is not 

treatment.

▪ It is difficult, if not impossible to budget for restoration expenses as it will depend on 

who allegedly commits crimes in your county and what is state of their mental health.

▪ If a mentally ill person is hospitalized under Article 9 of the Mental Hygiene Law, the 

state absorbs the entire cost and cannot charge the cost back to the County.
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Some Solutions

▪ Diversion: Is there a program in your community to which the defendant can 

be diverted so they can get treatment geared toward recovery? .  In more 

severe cases, initiation of proceedings under Article 9 Civil Commitment may 

be an appropriate way of getting real treatment at State Cost. Law 

enforcement must be part of this solution- is there an alternative that exists in 

your community to avoid bringing charges to an obviously mentally ill person?

▪ Education: All stakeholders (judges, court clerks, DAs, elected officials, defense 

attorneys, law enforcement, etc.) must learn about what restoration treatment 

is and what it costs to the county taxpayer may be helpful to reduce 

inappropriate use of this procedure. A community wide effort is needed.

▪ Communication: All departments of the County need to work together to find 

the right solution for your county and to communicate with OMH and 

OPWDD to assure that restoration services are not misused.

▪ More Thoughtful Charging: If law enforcement has a place to take a mentally 

ill person, they may not have to bring charges.  If a DA is willing to reduce 

charges to a misdemeanor, the county will not be charged for the treatment.
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LOCAL SOLUTIONS & PARTNERSHIPS
Key = Communication within the County

District Attorney

and

Public Defender

Local Court Judges 
& Court Clerks

County Mental Health 
Director

(Director of 
Community Services) 
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730 Workgroup Planning & Action Tree

Data for Prevention

Monitoring Cost & 
Court Trends 

Standardize County 
Resources

Educational Tools for 
Counties

PC Data & 
Communication

CLMHD & OMH 
Communication

ATI Links

Communication & 
Relationships

Education

OMH 
Partnership

Court 
Continuity

County 
Partnership

Internal County Communication forms.  SIMs

Process Map.  Fact sheets.  
Educational video/webinar.

PC sharing to DCS monthly/quarterly reporting.  PC 
contact for DCS.

Ensuring implementation of data sharing & 
progress assessment.

Problem solving pre-arraignment.
Identify and divert from 730.

Monitoring higher frequency courts referring to 
730s for intervention/training.  Tending $.

Divert to County ATIs (tx’ courts, etc.).  Jail services 
& treatment. Communicate to County partners.

Communication and training with other county 
departments and key legal staff: DA, PD, Clerks, 

Sheriff, Jails, Judges, etc.
Key = Post-Restoration Coordination
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Alternatives to 
Incarceration 
(ATI)

•Most Counties have 
various Justice 
collaborative groups in 
their communities 
developing ATIs

•Treatment Courts, PINS 
Diversion, AOT, and CIT are 
examples of supports with 
various levels of legal 
monitoring

•Encourage local officials to 
collaborate toward these 
less costly alternatives

The local legal 
landscape is 
changing with bail 
reform, raise the 
age, racial justice,  
etc… 

Adapting to 
alternatives helps 
ease local stress & 
costs
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Questions???

Kelly Hansen, Executive Director 

(kh@clmhd.org)

Jed Wolkenbreit, Counsel 

(jbw@clmhd.org)

Courtney David, Director of 

Governmental Relations 

(cd@clmhd.org)
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LaBella Associates

Mark Kukuvka, Client Manager

300 State Street, Suite 201, 

Rochester, NY 14614

MKukuvka@LaBellaPC.com

LaBella Associates is an architecture, engineering, environmental, 

design and planning firm with over three decades of Criminal Justice 

expertise. At LaBella they create designs and facilities that energize our 

clients and communities; nationally recognized with a focus on 
partnership- a unified team in the pursuit of exceptional performance.
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